This mission brief was started from a Mexican food truck owner who has ears in the shadows.
This is one smart troll who realized that the big D had a secret no he was publicly flaunting. The
information in this brief was brought to us by @TrollEnchilada.

MISSION:
Dunklezahn, the great dragon and one time president for the UCAS, had many secrets. Secrets
that he would flaunt publicly in a way that was almost impossible to see, unless you figured out
where to look.
If you take the number of letters in the last word of each of Dunklezahn’s last 50 speeches and
put them all together, you’ll get a really long number. That number appears to be a longitude
and latitude coordinate repeated twice. I wonder what he left there.
<Games, games, games. I am sure it’s his collection of late 20th century action figures or
some such. -Lofwyr> @LofwyrMemos
<Or L already took the loot and left behind a stash of C+ B- figures.-The Troll Enchilada>
@TrollEnchilada
<He is a fan of plushies, but that's more a Hestaby prank. -The Laughing Man>
@TheLaug84897661
His speeches were in three different languages all over the last year of his life, the last one
being his inauguration speech. It was also the final point for the coordinate. He also used the
word ‘Period’ twice to end his speeches. If you use that as a literal period, and you translate the
foreign words to english and add the letters together it gives you a string that repeats once.
Using this method we get four possible locations. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

69.94323181, 79.96350590
-69.94323181, 79.96350590
-69.94323181, -79.96350590
69.94323181, -79.96350590

In a valley in the Yakut (Formerly part of Russia)
On Antarctica SE of Davis Station
Somewhere in the Ocean off of Antartica
A small island in Quebec territory

Any of these areas could be the target area so we need to have them all checked out.
This also leaves three words not used in the above. The words in English are ‘Warning Stay
Out’. and the numbers for these words are 7,4,3. This could be the warning in english or this
could be a code of some sort. These three words are also repeated in the 50 last speeches and
other than period, they are the only final words that repeat.

To clarify, each location is a different mission. There may be something of interest or not. We are
hiring 4 different Shadowrun teams to check out the locations and let us know what they find.
Due to the remote locations we are offering more money so you can arrange transportation.
Just to be clear, this is a scouting mission only. Under no circumstances are runner teams
authorized to enter any lair. If it is found that the runners broke this part of the contract, all future
stakes will be forfeit and the runners will be hunted down to verify nothing was taken.

RUNNERS STOP HERE GM’s ONLY BELOW

Behind the scenes:
Each team is being offered 50K or equivalent for the area that they work out of. If negotiating,
runners can gain an additional 25K depending on rolls.
Also for any team that finds the dragon's hidden lair, they will get a 3-5% split of the earnings
after everything is cataloged and verified. As this is an unknown dragon’s lair, it would be hard to
find and have defenses to keep unwanted visitors away.
Due to the tie in with Dunklezahn the known items from his will, the Draco Foundation will take
any intrusion or checking of these sites very seriously. They will treat it as if the location is a part
of their property and defend it, either known or unknown, with deadly force.
Finally, all mega corps may be interested in finding the location, if it is real, to get their hands on
an unknown trove of the great dragon’s possessions. GM’s feel free to add runner teams,
contract personnel, corporate security, Draco Foundation personnel, and any other forces that
you think may interfere with the locating and logging of these possible artifacts.
If this ties into your homebrew, the hiring party could be a Draco Foundation Johnson. This
would eliminate them competing with the runners to find the location, but add the probability that
the runners are being watched and followed to verify that they uphold their part of the bargain.
Or

Lowfyr hired the team to find the location and claim the lair as his own, adding it to his already
impressive portfolio. This is a reminder for GM’s that run things this way, Never Deal with a
Dragon!

